eyebrow
perfection

BEAUTIFUL BROWS CAN BE YOURS
AFTER A VISIT TO CLAIRE PRICE, THE
EXPERT IN TOTALLY NATURAL LOOKING
SEMI-PERMANENT MAKE-UP

W

hether it’s a
simple slick of
lipstick, a sweep
of mascara or a dash of
eyebrow pencil, there’s no
doubt that make-up can Claire Price
boost your confidence.
For some of us, make-up application
is essential before we’ll leave the
house.
But with the pressures of modern-day
life, looking and feeling your best
every day can be difficult.
Fortunately, we’ve found a solution
that countless celebrities already know
about - semi-permanent make-up.
With a treatment that’s going to last
for a long time, you want to know
you’re in safe hands. You’ll find the
skill and attention to detail you need
with Claire.
Claire set up her beauty clinic 13 years
ago, and was trained in the art of semipermanent in London’s renowned
Harley Street.
How ‘Fame’ technique can enhance
your brows
“If people are without their eyebrows
they can really lose the framework to
their face. The Fame technique that I
used is such a precise method, I can
effectively reconstruct eyebrows,
replicating each hair on a microscopic
level”

The outcome is a realistic and
natural-looking result. Such a
treatment can give you an
overwhelming confidence boost,
plus you’ll no longer need to spend
hours everyday pencilling the
brows, and nobody will know! The
Fame technique can also be used
as an anti-ageing solution,
therefore helping to reposition the
browline.

MORE FACIAL ENHANCING
TREATMENTS AVAILABLE AT
CLAIRE PRICE
EYELASH LINE ENHANCEMENT
This is a fantastic technique for
enhancing your eyes, creating the
appearance of longer-looking fuller
lashes. Ideal as we grow older as our
lash line recedes leaving us with sparselooking eyelashes, this method is used
on both top and bottom eyelashes.
LIP PERFECTION
Lip brush and full lip colour tint are the
way forward for symmetry and fullness
of lips.

A BEAUTY HAVEN
The Claire Price Beauty Clinic offers a wide range of advanced beauty treatments
and has been established for more that 13 years. The salon offers state-of-the-art
hair removal treatment and is licensed under the Health Care For Wales
Inspectorate. You’ll also find a nail spa on the premises with OPI products and
acrylic gel nails available.
For an extra treat, why not choose something for yourself from the selection of
products on sale at Claire Price. You’ll find top brands including Yankee Candle,
Clarins and Guinot, both in the clinic and on the website: www.claireprice.com

Testimonial
‘It’s a truly fantastic treatment that
has saved me lots of time every
morning.
I’d
particularly
recommend this for anyone who’s
over-plucked their eyebrows over
the years.”
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